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Abstract
Chromatin structure, dynamics, and function are being intensely investigated by a variety of methods, including microscopy, X-ray diffraction, nuclear magnetic resonance,
biochemical crosslinking, chromosome conformation capture, and computation. The
modeling helps interpret experimental data and generate configurations and mechanisms
related to the three-dimensional organization and function of the genome. Experimental
contact maps, in particular, as obtained by a variety of chromosome conformation capture methods, are of increasing interest due to their implications on genome structure
and regulation on many levels. In this perspective, using seven examples from our
group's studies, we illustrate how molecular modeling can help interpret such experimental data. Specifically, we show how computed contact maps related to experimental
systems can help interpret structures of nucleosomes, chromatin higher-order folding,
domain segregation mechanisms, gene organization, and the effect on chromatin structure of external and internal fiber parameters, such as nucleosome positioning, presence
of nucleosome free regions, histone post-translational modifications, and linker histone
binding. We argue that such computations on multiple spatial and temporal scales will
be increasingly important for the integration of genomic, epigenomic, and biophysical
data on chromatin structure and related cellular processes.
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Structure and Mechanism > Computational Biochemistry and Biophysics
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1 | INT RODU C T I ON : T E CHNOLO G Y I N N O V A T I O N S A S T R I G G E R S O F
FIEL D ADVA N C E S
“I will ask you to mark again that rather typical feature of the development of our subject; how so much progress depends on the interplay of techniques, discoveries, and new ideas, probably in that order of decreasing
importance.”
—Sydney Brenner (1927–2019), 1980
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1.1 | Technology and discovery
The above quote by the late Sydney Brenner, one of the molecular biology pioneers and a 2002 Nobel laureate in physiology
or medicine, is often abbreviated to argue for the crucial role of techniques in scientific research, rather than the interplay of
methodologies and ideas. However, in our 21st century scientific studies, where genomics and computing are key players,
technological advances often allow us to see or discover phenomena or aspects that were not possible to observe before.
In biosciences, one of these technological advances was the invention of compound microscopes, with early contributions
in the 16th and 17th centuries from Dutch Zaccharias Janssen and his son Hans Janssen to Anthony van Leeuwenhoek.1 Afterward, the pioneering work of Englishman Robert Hooke to improve the compound microscope led to the discovery of the
basic unit of life, the cell. Hooke's microscopic observations in Micrographia2 revealed the benefit of using specially
engineered instruments for a deeper understanding of nature. The need for higher magnification and greater resolution to
observe smaller objects led to the invention of the electron microscope, with the first contribution coming in 1931 from German physicists Max Knoll and Ernst Ruska.3 Since the initial developments of light and electron microscopy, continuous
efforts to improve image resolution and contrast, sample preparation, fluorescence labeling, and digital imaging have led to
today's sophisticated imaging techniques, like super-resolution light microscopy,4 fiber-optic imaging,5 and cryo electron
microscopy (Cryo-EM).6
The technological innovation of microscopic techniques was fundamental for the progress of many fields of sciences. For
example, optical microscopy advanced cell biology, allowing the visualization of cells, subcellular organelles, and molecules.7
Electron microscopy was crucial in the progress of bacteriology.8 And scanning tunneling and atomic force microscopy propelled the fields of nanoscience.9 The capability of microscopy techniques to visualize samples at unprecedented resolution
has had a strong impact on biology and has led to innovative discoveries that have advanced molecular and cell biology, medicine, and material science.
Equally astounding and impactful on the biological sciences is the rise and wide availability of advanced computer technology. Proteomics, genomics, cellomics, and many more active fields of science today are all driven and made possible by bioinformatics and computational technology. Indeed, the 2013 Nobel Prize in Chemistry to Martin Karplus, Michael Levitt, and
Arieh Warshel “for the development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems”10 represents a significant turning
point for computations in biology, chemistry, and allied fields, as “the prize provided a welcome seal of approval to a field
that historically struggled behind experiment”.11

1.2 | X-ray and NMR
In the chromatin field, the earliest technological contributions came from X-ray crystallography. The elucidation of the double
helical structure of DNA using this technique12–14 led research toward the visualization of chromatin. Studies from the 1950s
revealed that the nucleoprotein complex, formed by association of DNA and histones had a series of low angle diffraction
rings that suggested a supercoiled superhelix of 120 Å pitch and 100 Å diameter.15,16 More than a decade later, new X-ray diffraction studies showed a chromatin structure consisting of double helical DNA associated with histone units via an irregularly
supercoil with an average pitch of 45 Å.17,18 In the 1970s, the discovery, chemical characterization, and electron-microscopic
visualization of nucleosomes19–21 offered images of “beads on a string”, demonstrating that the chromatin structure consisted
of a repeating unit of adjacent particles. The idea of a chromatin substructure was further supported by associations between
histone proteins. Namely, the characterization of the H2A-H2B dimer22,23 and the (H3-H4)2 tetramer19,24 led to the proposal
of an octamer model for the chromatin repeating unit.25 Around that time, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies of DNA
led to a proposal for its interaction with the auxiliary linker histone (LH)26 and showed its importance on chromatin condensation.27 Subsequently, improvements in diffractometry led to the determination of the crystal structure of the nucleosome at
low resolution (7 Å),28 followed by higher resolution (2.8 Å).29
Further studies with NMR and X-ray diffraction have been crucial for the understanding of the nucleosome core particle
and chromatosome structure. For example, studies have revealed the configuration of histone tails, importance of water molecules in the interaction between DNA and histones,30 and the existence of different binding modes for LHs.31,32

1.3 | Light microscopy, electron microscopy, and FRET
Improvements in microscopy techniques have provided important insights into the chromatin organization in situ and
in vivo.33 The use of Cryo-EM to study chromatin fibers revealed that nucleosome compaction can be achieved by the interdigitation of nucleosomes from adjacent helical gyres34 and by a LH-dependent left-handed twist of repeating
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tetranucleosomal structural units.35 Light microscopy, associated with fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) allowed fundamental discoveries, such as the existence of chromosome territories36 and the clustering along the nuclear periphery of transcriptionally inactive regions of chromatin.37
The association of light microscopy with Föster resonance energy transfer (FRET) also helped to uncover the structural
dynamics of nucleosomes at bulk or single-molecule levels. FRET experiments contributed to the understanding of nucleosome dynamics through the study of DNA mobility,38 DNA dissociation,39 interactions with transcriptional factors,40 and the
effects of histone post-translational modifications41 and core histone variants.42 More recently, the development of superresolution fluorescence microscopy techniques extended the resolution level of light microscopy.4 The application of state-ofthe-art super-resolution nanoscopy to study chromatin revealed that nucleosomes are organized as heterogeneous clusters of
different sizes, dependent on cell type fundamentally43,44 and that different epigenetic states conduct to distinct chromatin
packing.45

1.4 | Chromosome conformation capture technology
The early 21st century saw the crucial rise of higher resolution chromosome conformation capture (3C) technologies.46 These
high-throughput methods help analyze genome organization by quantifying interactions between genomic loci as averages
over large cell populations. The results are presented as heat or contact maps of pairwise intra and interchromosomal contact
frequencies. High-frequency contacts represent DNA regions in close spatial proximity and can be used to suggest the threedimensional (3D) organization of chromatin47,48 along with gene regulation mechanisms.49,50 The original 3C method, used
to study interactions between specific pairs of sequences, was rapidly followed by the development of higher-throughput 3Cbased methods and evolved into a family of techniques that differ by resolution, sensitivity, and type of interactions
detected.51,52 These include, among others, 4C,47 5C,53 Hi-C54 (and variants single-cell Hi-C,55 Micro-C,56 Micro-C XL,57
and DNase Hi-C58), Capture-C,59 NG Capture-C,60 and two methods that incorporate chromatin immunoprecipitation: ChIAPET61 and ChIP-loop.62
Overall, 3C studies have shed new light into the 3D organization of chromosomes inside the nucleus. The early works revealed the folding properties of the yeast chromosome III46 and long-range gene regulation mechanisms in the β-globin
locus,63 while later investigations focused on the study of the 3D architecture of chromosomes and whole genomes. Works
have described the association between genome global organization and transcriptional regulation,64 existence of chromosome
territories,54 and presence of chromosomal compartments formed by topologically associating domains (TADs).65,66 These
TADs are considered the basic units of chromosome folding65,67 and are conserved structures across evolution and among species and cell types. They range in size from kilobases to millions of bases and are formed by smaller “sub-TADs” and, at a
more local level, “loop regions”, which vary among cell types and appear to be related to regulatory events.
Though powerful, 3C techniques consider all existing associations, rather than discriminate between functional and nonfunctional associations, and usually reflect the interactions averaged over cell populations.68 The data are represented in a
two-dimensional way, but for an accurate interpretation in its 3D context in the nucleus, interpretation by computational
models is crucial. Moreover, contact maps are not restricted to 3C techniques; they can be obtained with chromatin
crosslinking methods, such as EMANIC, an electron microscopy-assisted nucleosome interaction capture technique69 that produces nucleosome resolution contact maps. Together with mesoscale modeling, EMANIC has been used to show the coexistence of the two-start zig-zag and one-start solenoid conformations in heteromorphic chromatin fibers69 and to describe the
internal organization of condensed chromatin fibers.70 Experimental evidence of DNA–DNA contacts has also been obtained
with the recently developed technique ionizing radiation-induced spatially correlated cleavage of DNA with sequencing
(RICC-seq),71 which has a nucleosome resolution level.

1.5 | Computational methods
The development of computational models for chromatin started in the 1970s, with contributions such as by Fuller and
Benham on an elastic-rod and purely mechanical model for the analytical description of duplex DNA supercoiling.72,73 It was
soon realized that a numerical approach which considers thermal fluctuations was necessary for a more realistic description.
The first computer simulation of DNA supercoiling by Monte Carlo (MC) methods was reported by Frank-Kamenetskii and
coworkers in 1979,74 followed by theoretical works by Le Bret75 and Chen.76 In these studies, the DNA was described with
the simple free-joint chain model, but subsequent MC simulations employed the worm-like chain model with excluded
volume.77–80 In the 1980s, seminal contributions came from dynamics simulations of DNA. Allison and coworkers employed
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Brownian dynamics (BD) to simulate fluorescence anisotropy of linear DNA modeled as a worm-like chain polymer,81,82 and
Levitt presented the first all-atom molecular dynamics simulation of DNA.83 In the next decade, further insights came from
dynamics simulations. Langevin dynamics applications by Schlick and Olson to DNA supercoiling and trefoil knotting revealed the large structural repertoire of DNA supercoils and knots,84,85 and BD by Chirico and Langowski examined the twisting dynamics of supercoiled DNA molecules.86
For simulating chromatin fibers, further coarse-grained models became necessary. Chromatin was simulated with BD by
Langowski and coworkers in 1997,87 where linker DNA was treated as a flexible polymer with stiff cylindrical segments and
Debye-Hückel electrostatics, and nucleosomes were solid beads with excluded-volume interactions. Olson and coworkers used
MC of a similar chromatin model that also included a term for nucleosome attraction.88 Later improvements by Wedemann
and Langowski used oblate ellipsoids for nucleosomes and Gay-Berne potential for nucleosome–nucleosome interactions.89
Our group developed a mesoscale chromatin model where initially nucleosomes were flat cylinders with core electrostatics
described by a set of Debye-Hückel charges that reproduce the electric field around the atomistic nucleosome using the
Poisson-Boltzmann potential; linker DNA was treated using Stigter's worm-like chain model.90 Further improvements in our
chromatin model included the explicit description of histone tails as coarse-grained beads,91 various LHs,92–94 epigenetic
marks,95–97 implicit account of magnesium ions,98 and variable nucleosome positions.99–101 Validation against experimental
data has shown that mesoscale models capture the essential physical properties of chromatin fibers,102 and thus contribute to
our understanding of the different levels of DNA organization inside the cell and their relevance to regulation of gene expression.103 Many other groups have contributed to chromatin modeling, such as Papoian,104,105 Nordenskiöld,98 and Ohyama,106
with all-atom and/or coarse-grained models of nucleosomes and/or chromatin fibers.
For chromosome investigations, polymer models became popular, thereby introducing an additional level of coarse
graining. Contributions to this field have come from, for example, Nicodemi,107 Dekker,54 and Heermann.108 In these models,
fibers are represented by a polymer made of flexibly connected monomer units with simple attractive and repulsive interactions, usually in the form of Lennard-Jones potentials.109 Polymer models of chromatin have helped in the interpretation of 3C
derived data by quickly generating 3D models of chromatin, chromosomes, or whole genomes. They have been used to study,
for example, the internal organization of condensed chromatin,70 the structure of chromosome territories108,110,111 and
TADs,112 the coupling between chromatin folding and the epigenome,113 the internal organization of human chromosomes
across the cell cycle,114 and the role of chromatin architecture in limb morphogenesis.115 Such models, while reaching large
size scales, cannot treat all physical parameters like variable nucleosome positions, local binding of proteins such as LHs, and
other factors shown to affect chromatin structure profoundly.

1.6 | Chromatin discovery by technology
To appreciate the impact of various methods for the study of chromatin, we have surveyed the literature to measure the volume and impact of frequently used techniques to study chromatin structure and function over the past five decades. Specifically, we use Scopus, Elsevier's abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature (scientific journals, books, and
conference proceedings), to search for original articles and reviews on the subject of chromatin studies using various techniques. The techniques were divided into eight categories: (a) NMR; (b) X-ray crystallography; (c) medium resolution
methods, such as Cryo-EM, transmission electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
and electron spectroscopic imaging; (d) light microscopy techniques, such as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching, fluorescence anisotropy, continuous photobleaching, single particle tracking, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, FRET, fluorescence photoactivation, FISH, fluorescence cross correlation spectroscopy, and fluorescence-lifetime imaging; (e) superresolution microscopy techniques, such as structured illumination microscopy, single-molecule localization microscopy,
reversible structural optical fluorescence transition, stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy photoactivation localization,
and stimulated emission depletion microscopy; (f) computational techniques, such as molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo, and
other modeling/simulations; (g) crosslinking techniques, such as EMANIC; and (h) Chromosome Conformation Capture
techniques.
Specifically, we searched for a combination of method and topic in the search command. Thus, for example, the keywords
for the techniques were used in combination with the subject “chromatin, nucleosome, and nucleosomes”; specific details are
presented in Table S1 in Supplemental Information.
We plot the data in two ways: number of articles by year (Figure 1a), and a weighted number of articles (Figure 1b), where
the total impact of each year's article is plotted and divided over the years since published (to provide a “yearly impact” figure). Overall, our analysis shows that computational methods (red curve) are both high impact and high volume, although the
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F I G U R E 1 The impact of various techniques on the study of chromatin structure and function obtained with the Scopus database and a
specific combination of keywords for technique and topic, as detailed in Table S1. (a) Number of articles per year. (b) Impact weighted
number of articles; for each article: the total number of citations to date, normalized by number of years since publication. “Comp.” (red
curve): computational methods, “Light mic.” (blue): light microscopy techniques, “3C” (black): chromosome conformation capture
techniques, “Med. res.” (violet): medium resolution methods, “Cross.” (turquoise): crosslinking techniques, “NMR” (pink): nuclear magnetic
resonance techniques, “X-ray” (orange): X-ray crystallography techniques, and “Sup. res.” (green): super-resolution microscopy techniques.
Boundary images illustrate chromatin organization levels, from DNA to the nucleosome, nucleosome chains, fibers, and chromosomes.
Top and bottom images mark key discoveries obtained by techniques in each category, where the border colors correspond to the technique.
Top images, from left to right: Cryo-EM image showing chromatin repeating subunit, adapted with permission from Ref. 198; FISH image
showing distribution of chromosome territories in a neuron nucleus, adapted with permission from Ref. 199; transmission EM image of in
situ cross-linked nucleosome chains from metaphase chromatin70; contact map of 1 Mb segment of human Chr14 at 25 kb resolution,
adapted with permission from Ref. 190; chromatin fiber of 100 nucleosomes constructed with alternating 25 nucleosomes with acetylated
tails and 25 nucleosomes with wild type tails repeated twice, adapted with permission from Ref. 97. Bottom images, from left to right: X-ray
crystal structure of the nucleosome core particle at 2.8 Å resolution, adapted with permission from Ref. 29; 1H,15N NMR spectra showing
amide resonances of a transcription factor (BPTF PHD) in the absence (black) and presence (red) of a methylated H3 peptide, adapted with
permission from Ref. 200; and super-resolution microscopy image of H2B in human fibroblast nucleus showing localization of nucleosomes,
adapted with permission from Ref. 43
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number is declining at present (but this could be explained, in part, by a data lag of getting computational articles into the
Scopus database). Other impactful and voluminous techniques are: light microscopy (blue curve), medium resolution methods
(violet curve), crosslinking (turquoise curve), and 3C technologies (black curve).
In more detail, Figure 1a shows that computational methods present the highest volume, followed very closely by light
microscopy, medium resolution methods, and 3C techniques. Next come crosslinking (turquoise), X-ray (orange), NMR (pink),
and super-resolution microscopy (green). In the 1990s, the number of papers resulting from medium resolution techniques,
computational methods, and light microscopy grew exponentially. Computational methods show a marked increase after
2000, which might be a consequence of the increased usage of graphics processing units (GPUs) for scientific computations.
Medium resolution methods show a less pronounced exponential growth and two peaks, in 1996 and 2006, which are result of
a high number of studies using transmission electron microscopy in those years. In 2002, 3C techniques were developed and
immediately started to experience a marked exponential growth, which persists today. After only 15 years, 3C techniques have
reached almost the same volume as computational methods, medium resolution methods, and light microscopy, which have
been used to study chromatin for two to four decades. The remaining techniques, namely super-resolution microscopy,
crosslinking, X-ray crystallography, and NMR have maintained mostly constant the number of published articles per year
since their development.
Figure 1b shows that computational methods (red curve), light microscopy (blue), and 3C techniques (black) appear to
have the largest impact, followed by crosslinking techniques (turquoise) and medium resolution methods (violet). The large
volume that medium resolution techniques exhibit in Figure 1a is not reflected in their impact. In contrast, crosslinking techniques appear to have a large impact, although their volume is much smaller. The curve for the X-ray technique (orange)
shows two peaks, in 1997 and 2004, corresponding to seminal papers on the nucleosome core particle29 and the 53BP1 checkpoint protein implicated in sensing DNA double-strand breaks through his binding to methylated histone H3.116 The
crosslinking technique curve shows peaks in 2008 and 2012 associated with reviews and protocols published in high impact
journals. For 3C techniques, we note a marked exponential growth around 2005. Computational methods show a marked
increase between 2010 and 2015, likely reflecting a growing acceptance by the scientific community at large, as discussed in
the introduction and in this article.11

2 | OVERVIEW: MOLECULAR MODE L I N G T O I N T E R P R E T G E N O M E
C O N T A C T A N D RE L A T E D EX P E R I M E N T A L DA T A
In this perspective, we illustrate the importance of using molecular modeling to better interpret 3C derived and other experimental data to help relate frequency patterns among DNA regions to the 3D organization of chromatin. Molecular modeling
offers an important bridge between structure and function.117 Specifically, we illustrate results from our group's studies that
help add key insights into the organization of the chromatin structure. We discuss how studies shed light into mechanisms of
higher-order fiber and chromosome folding, the effect of LH subtype and binding mode on chromatin condensation, the regulation of chromatin structure by DNA linker length and nucleosome free regions, effects of epigenetic marks (histone acetylation) on chromatin structure, implications of higher-order folding in gene silencing, mechanisms of chromatin
compartmentalization, and the effect of epigenetic factors (histone acetylation and LH binding) in controlling chromatin
architecture.
As our focus is on coarse-grained models of chromatin, we refer readers to reviews of recent advances in multiscale modeling of DNA and chromatin by Dans et al.118 and by Ozer and Schlick.103 For specific descriptions of mesoscale models, see
Langowski and Heermann,119 a recent chapter book focused on the development and applications of our mesoscale model,120
and a review about the status of coarse-grained computer simulations of chromatin.121 For a broad perspective of the progress
made in nuclear organization and function by polymer models of DNA and chromatin, see Amitai et al.122 For a complete
treatise of physical modeling approaches to study genome folding, we refer readers to a recent book edited by Tiana and
Giorgetti.123 Finally, for a historical perspective on multiscale coarse-grained modeling of chromatin, see Korolev,
Nordenskiöld, and Lyubartsev.124
Regarding experimental methods, for a comparison of 3C technologies, see Denker and de Laat,52 and for an overview on
advanced microscopy methods to visualize and analyze chromatin fiber organization, see Ricci et al.125
For a perspective on recent advances on higher-order structures of chromatin and their implications on the regulation of
gene expression, see Bascom and Schlick,100 Grigoryev,126,127 and Rowley and Corces (3C technologies).128 Noteworthy biological perspectives on histone post-translational modifications are by Andrews et al.129 and Azad et al.130 and on LH binding
modes and their roles in the regulation of chromatin structure and function by Öztürk et al.31 and Fyodorov et al.131
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In the next section, we focus on studies from our group; for other excellent examples illustrating productive interplay
between modeling and experiment, we refer readers to the following perspective articles or reviews: Haddad, Jost, and Vaillant
about the usage of polymer models to study nuclear compartments and their intrinsic connection to 3C derived data132;
Nicodemi and coworkers illustrating how polymer models help connect chromatin folding with Hi-C experiments133; Stasiak
and coworkers on numerical simulations of chromatin supercoiling134; and Olson and coworkers on studies of chromatin/protein interactions and chromatin architecture.135 Undoubtedly, these reviews are not exhaustive given the great
amount of excellent work in this exciting field. We apologize for all unintentional omissions.

3 | I L L U S T R A T I V E S T U D I E S : M E S O S C A L E MO D E L I N G T O H E L P
I N T E R P R E T E X P E R I M E N T A L D A T A A N D G E N O M E FO L D I N G
3.1 | Hierarchical looping as a chromatin higher-order folding mechanism
A challenge in the chromatin field has been the elucidation of chromatin secondary and tertiary organization, namely, whether
the secondary structure involves a solenoid or zigzag topologies, or others,136 and how higher-order chromatin fibers are further organized in 3D. Now it is generally accepted that chromatin fibers are heteromorphic and fluid, with presence of both
zigzag and solenoid secondary topologies,69,137–139 though the zigzag is persistent.69,70,140,141 The focus has now shifted to
understanding chromatin's higher-order folding and implications in the regulation of gene expression.126
In collaboration with Grigoryev and his EMANIC cross-linking/EM approach, we focused on describing the nature of condensed interphase and metaphase chromatin. By constructing different models that mimic chromatin fibers studied experimentally, we helped interpret in situ EMANIC results that revealed the presence of persistent zigzag motifs in both interphase and
metaphase chromatin as well as an increase of nucleosome long-range interactions only in metaphase chromatin.70 Specifically, by simulating with our mesoscale model chromatin fibers of 96 nucleosomes with different LH densities (0, 0.5, and
1 LH per nucleosome) and relevant nucleosome repeat lengths (NRLs), we suggested a mechanism that reconciles the
increased long-range nucleosome contacts without the loss of the zigzag motifs in metaphase chromatin.
Our mesoscale model, presented in Figure 2, is described in detail recently by Bascom and Schlick.120 Arya and Schlick,92
Luque et al.,94; Collepardo-Guevara and Schlick142 further summarize validations performed against experimental data. In
summary, our model coarse grains different chromatin constituents as follows: nucleosomes are treated as rigid bodies by
Debye-Hückel pseudo-charges (Figure 2a)90; histone tails (Figure 2a) and folded tails carrying epigenetic marks (Figure 2b)
are parametrized with the Levitt-Warshel united-atom bead model95,143; linker DNA is modeled as an elastic worm-like chain
with charges derived by the Stigter's procedure for elastic rods144 (Figure 2c); and two LHs models are available (H1E and
H1C), with coarse-grained beads for the globular head (GH) and the C-terminal domain (CTD) (Figure 2d). For LH binding,
both on and off-dyad binding are handled (Figure 2e), as well as variable LH densities, from 0 to 1.6, by describing some
chromatosomes with 2 LHs93 (Figure 2f). The potential energy function of the mesoscale chromatin model includes: bending,
stretching, and torsional terms for linker DNA beads; bending and stretching terms for histone tails and linker histone beads;
and electrostatic and excluded volume interaction terms for all beads and points charges, modeled by Debye-Hückel and
Lennard-Jones potentials, respectively.92 The equilibrium thermal ensemble of chromatin fiber configurations is sampled with
the classical Metropolis-Monte Carlo algorithm,145 employing efficient and tailored local and global moves.
In the study of interphase and metaphase chromatin, we reproduced EMANIC nucleosome–nucleosome contacts for interphase and metaphase systems (see bar graph in Figure 3, blue slice) by associating fiber with different LH densities (see fiber
structures in Figure 3, blue slice). The folded fibers without LH revealed the presence of zigzag motifs plus stacked, hierarchical loops that enhance long-range interactions, in agreement with the EMANIC contact probability profiles of metaphase chromatin. On the other hand, contact maps of fibers with sub-stoichiometric levels of LH (e.g., 1 LH per 2 nucleosomes) show
presence of medium-range contacts but absence of long-range interactions, resembling the experimentally measured contact
probability profiles for interphase chromatin. Our proposed hierarchical looping folding mechanism refers to loops of loops,
formed by folding and stacking different sized loops in 3D space, similar to “rope flaking” used in mountaineering. Hierarchical loops emerge clearly in the contact maps, indicated by the presence of straight regions parallel to the main diagonal, marking interactions between nucleosomes belonging to different loops (see contacts colored in blue in the contact map in
Figure 3, blue slice). Similarly, the presence of hairpin regions is depicted in the contact maps by straight regions perpendicular to the main diagonal (see contacts colored in green in the contact map in Figure 3, blue slice).
Overall, the combined experimental and computational results showed that LH density can regulate the transition between
interphase and metaphase chromatin by controlling higher-order chromatin structure through a hierarchical looping
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FIGURE 2

Our canonical chromatin mesoscale model at center with all its components detailed as follows: (a) Rigid nucleosome core particle
(NCP) modeled by 300 discrete charges determined with the DiSCO algorithm,90 along with flexible histone tails (H3 N-tail in cyan, H2B N-tail in
magenta, H4 N-tail in green, H2A N-tail in yellow, and H2A C-tail in orange), coarse-grained as 5 amino acids per bead with charges also
determined by DiSCO90,172; (b) Nucleosome with wild type (left) and with folded histone tails (right) containing lysine acetylation modeled by
increased stretching, bending, and torsional intertail-bead force constants by a factor of 10095; (c) Linker DNA modeled as a worm-like chain
polymer, coarse-grained as ~9 bp per bead. The nucleosome repeat lengths (NRLs) of 147 bp plus linker DNA length in bp are modeled by 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 beads to mimic NRLs = 173, 182, 191, 200, 209, 218, and 226 bp or DNA linker lengths = 26, 35, 44, 53, 62, 71, and 79 bp,
respectively201; (d) Linker histone (LH) isoforms H1E and H1C, modeled with 22 and 21 beads, respectively (5 amino acids per bead) for the CTDs
and 6 beads for GHs with their charges determined by DiSCO90,93,94; (e) On and off-dyad (+20 and −20 ) binding modes for the LHs93; and (f)
chromatosome with 2 LH bound (left) and tetranucleosome fiber with a density of 1.5 LH per nucleosome (right), where nucleosomes with 2 LH are
colored blue and with 1 LH are colored white

mechanism. The observation that intrinsic hierarchical looping appears to be restricted by the binding of LH is consistent with
the recognized facts that: (a) LHs are not necessary to condense mitotic chromatin,146 (b) LH binding/unbinding dynamics
peaks at the metaphase cell stage,147 (c) proliferating cells usually contain sub-stoichiometric levels of LH,148 (d) LHs have
lower affinity during mitosis due to phosphorylation,149 and5 (e) Cryo-EM structures of 30 nm fibers are generally obtained
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for saturated levels of LH.34,35 The rapid confirmation of our conclusions regarding zigzag nucleosome interactions were also
cited in high-profile genome-wide studies.56,71
Importantly, the results provide an explanation for apparently conflicting experimental observations. While in situ CryoEM150,151 and SAXS152 experiments have suggested that chromatin fibers are disordered and flexible, in vivo and in situ studies obtained with super-resolution microscopy and FISH techniques indicate the existence of compact domains formed by the
clustering of nucleosomes43,44 and the presence of sharp and well defined chromosomal boundaries separating translocated
chromosomal regions.153 By highlighting the hierarchical looping mechanism, canonical zigzag and higher-order structures
that differ from the 30 nm fibers emerge and their shapes can easily be controlled by LH levels and other factors. Thus, selfassociating zigzag loops contain both regular secondary features and more random tertiary elements. This mechanism is also
consistent with Micro-C results that have shown a hierarchical “beads on a string” architecture in the yeast genome, with

FIGURE 3

Legend on next page.
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zigzag geometry but absence of any regular secondary structure.56 Furthermore, Cryo-EM tomography experiments have revealed that chromatin chains of proliferating cells are open and disordered with 5–24 nm diameter,151,154 consistent with this
description.

3.2 | The crucial role of linker histone binding mode and density on chromatin fiber structure
The auxiliary LH protein, disordered in isolation, is known to fold in part when binding to nucleosomes.155,156 Its role on the
structure and function of chromatin has gained attention recently due to evidence showing the importance of LH in chromatin
organization and several biological functions, such as regulation of genome stability, DNA replication, and DNA repair.131
The existence of an ensemble of chromatosomes due to the presence of different binding modes of LH has also brought for
the interesting structural features.31 The density (ρ) of LH in the chromatin fiber can vary significantly, from 0 to 1.6 LH per
nucleosome,148 and ρ > 1 are known to be implicated in chromatin structure and vision disorders.157
Our group has modeled LH early on by using a three beads coarse-grained model of the rat H1e bound on the dyad, where
one bead represented the GH and the two other beads the CTD.92 Later, to describe the dynamics and flexibility of the CTD
and the nonuniform charge distribution of the GH, our LH model was refined to 22 beads for the CTD and 6 beads for the
GH.94 Our results revealed that LH binding is dynamic, that dynamic binding reduces fiber stiffness,158 and that the CTD
spontaneously folds upon binding to the nucleosome via a dynamic charge neutralization mechanism.94
To further understand the role of different binding modes, densities, and isoforms of LHs, we have recently incorporated
the H1c variant in addition to H1e, as well as two off-dyad binding modes (+20 and −20 ) constructed based on Cryo-EM
structures35 and other molecular modeling studies32,159 and the option to model chromatosomes with two bound LHs to incorporate LH densities greater than unity (Figure 2d,e,f).93 By constructing systems with different combination of these parameters (e.g., LH variant, density, and off vs. on-dyad binding) (see fiber structures in Figure 3, peach slice), we determined their
effect on the fiber architecture. Overall, our results revealed a heterogeneous ensemble of chromatin fibers that depend on LH
variant, binding mode or modes, and density. Specifically, we found that in fibers with LH density ρ = 1, the off-dyad −20
binding mode is better chromatin condenser (highest packing ratios) than others binding modes, such as on-dyad and off-dyad

F I G U R E 3 Mesoscale modeling studies emphasizing the interplay between experiment (middle ring) and modeling (outer ring), along with
crucial internal/external fiber parameters that direct gene folding, as demonstrated for the HOXC gene cluster (center). Clockwise from blue slice:
Hierarchical looping in metaphase chromosomes. Computed fiber structures for terminally differentiated cells (1 LH per nucleosome), interphase
chromatin (0.5 LH per nucleosome), and metaphase chromatin (no LH), with LHs in turquoise explain nucleosome contacts determined by the EMassisted nucleosome interaction capture (EMANIC) technique for metaphase (black bars) and interphase (white bars) chromatin in situ, by the
hierarchical looping folding motif, also evident in the accompanying computed contact matrix.70 Peach slice: LH variant and binding mode
dependent fibers. The chromatin fiber topologies (top and side views) are sensitive to different combinations of LH variant, binding mode, and
density. The six fibers, from left to right, correspond to: ρ = 1, 100 H1E on-dyad; ρ = 1, 100 H1E −20 ; ρ = 1, 100 H1E +20 ; ρ = 1.3, 100 H1E
+20 and 30 H1C on-dyad; ρ = 1.6, 100 H1E +20 and 60 H1C on-dyad; and ρ = 1.6, 40 H1E +20 , 60 H1E +20 , and 60 H1C −20 , where
nucleosomes containing two LH bound are colored in yellow.93 The crystal structures of a chromatosome with LH (in red) bound on-dyad (PDBID:
4QLC202) and Cryo-EM chromatosome with LH bound off-dyad (in green) were used to generate our two binding modes. The cryo-EM image was
adapted with permission from Ref. 35. Green slice: Enhanced kb contacts by life-like nucleosome positions. Fibers with life-like linker lengths and
nucleosomes free regions (NFRs) generate many more long-range kb contacts compared to uniform linker-length fibers. This is evident by the
folded fibers and the associated contact maps, which indicate hierarchical looping in life-like fibers compared to mostly short-range interactions in
uniform fibers.99 Yellow slice: Acetylation induced unfolding. Compared to a wild type chromatin (wt), the fiber with acetylated histone tails
(Ac) drives global unfolding due to lack of stabilizing internucleosome interactions.95 The experimental NMR spectra of the core histone H4 K16Q
were used to validate the acetylated tail structures obtained by all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. Adapted with permission from Ref. 203.
The crystal structure of the nucleosome (PDBID: 1KX530) was used to construct dinucleosomes in our multiscale modeling.95 Violet slice: Gene
silencing by hierarchical looping in the GATA-4 gene. The experimental 3C contacts in 4 different cells (blue, UT cells; violet, DT cells; yellow,
HCT116 cells; and light blue, DKO cells) were used as constraints in our GATA-4 gene model, with image adapted from Ref. 180.
The representative unfolded (left) and folded (right) GATA-4 gene structures suggest how folding by hierarchical looping would silence the
transcription start site (TSS) of the gene.177 Pink slice: Segregation induced by acetylated domains. Intrinsic compartments of acetylated (Ac)/wild
type (wt) segments form at the kb level for a mixed fiber construct (50% wt and 50% Ac) compared to fibers with 100% wt (blue) and 100% Ac
(red). Both the Hi-C contact map of a segment of human Chr3 and our computed contact map of the alternating fiber construct show segregation
patterns. The Hi-C contact map image was adapted with permission from Ref. 96. Gray inner portion: Folded HOXC gene cluster. All previous
internal/external fiber parameters, including nucleosome positions, LH binding positions, and acetylation islands are combined to fold in silico the
HOXC gene cluster and reveal a contact hub101; see also commentary on our work in Ref. 197. The contact map of the folded HOXC gene cluster
unravels a central interaction between two domains: LH-rich (top left of contact map) and acetylation-rich regions (bottom right)
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+20 , which produce less compact but more bendable fibers (longer persistence lengths). Interestingly, in fibers with ρ > 1,
we found that chromatosomes best accommodate two LH by combining off and on-dyad binding modes rather than two offdyad LHs, as might be expected. Furthermore, densities ρ > 1 do not generally lead to greater overall condensation than
ρ = 1; by encouraging bending, self-associating fiber interactions are increased instead.
The role of LH in tuning the chromatin fiber architecture, balancing compaction and bendability, underscores how this auxiliary protein offers an additional epigenetic regulator for gene expression. By combining different LH variants, binding
modes, and densities, compact fibers necessary for repression or bendable fibers necessary for looping and folding can be
produced.
Our results help support experimental evidence from Cryo-EM and X-ray structures suggesting that the off-dyad binding
mode is a better condenser.35,160,161 Importantly, we propose for the first time the structure of chromatosomes containing two
LH bound and the best combination of binding modes to achieve highest compaction. Additional studies that incorporate the
dynamic binding/unbinding of LH and the possibility of interchange among different binding modes will be key to further
understand LH function.

3.3 | The increase of long-range chromatin fiber self-contacts by life-like nucleosome positions
Nucleosome placement along the fiber determines the length of DNA between adjacent nucleosomes, usually measured as the
NRL, and the presence of nucleosome free regions (NFR). Both these variables have central roles in gene expression by
affecting chromatin structure.162 Chemical mapping of nucleosome positioning at base-pair resolution for two yeast species163,164 and mouse embryonic stem cells165 has shown that linker length distributions follow a specific pattern, but their
effect over the chromatin fiber structure and the regulation of gene expression is not clearly known. It is believed that NRLs
and NFRs are closely related to the contact domains and loops on the fiber and chromosomal levels. Thus, these factors produce different interactions among distant DNA elements (long-range or kilobase range contacts) through the formation of
chromatin loops,166 thereby regulating gene expression through different levels of structural groups.167–169
While heterogeneous distributions of nucleosome positions have generally been used in coarse-grained models, we began
investigating the role of nucleosome positioning on chromatin fiber architecture by varying linker lengths and including
NFRs.99 For comparison, we analyzed folding patterns in 100-nucleosome fibers with uniform linker lengths, combinations of
two linker lengths positioned in alternation or randomly, “life-like” fibers with a realistic distribution of linker lengths164 with
and without the presence of short and long NFRs, and “gene encoding-like” fibers that mimic a 2 kb segment in yeast's Chromosome 9.56
The resulting contact maps and other analyzed geometric features clarified how important these nonuniform nucleosome
distributions are: kb-range interacting domains emerge naturally in fibers with “life-like” nucleosome positions with NFRs,
contributing to chromatin spatial compartmentalization. In contrast, uniform linker lengths showed little long-range interactions (see fiber structures in Figure 3, green slice). The computed contact maps of these fibers (Figure 3, green slice) further
indicate the presence of hierarchical looping at the kb-range, triggered by an increase in fiber flexibility and self-association.
Overall, this study underscored the role of nucleosome positioning in the chromatin fiber architecture and gene regulation.
Computed contact maps at nucleosome resolution by mesoscale modeling provide complementary information to the experimentally derived data, such as contact maps obtained by Micro-C,56 nucleosome interactions determined by EMANIC,69 and
nucleosome distributions determined by super-resolution nanoscopy.43 Most 3C techniques offer the opportunity to study
chromatin interactions at the kb-resolution level; however, data interpretation and the identification of interactions are far from
straightforward. Usually, the identified interactions must be verified by other independent methods, such as high-resolution
FISH studies or further modeling.

3.4 | The mechanisms underlying fiber unfolding by tail acetylation
Histone tails are essential chromatin components that contribute to fiber compaction/unfolding through mediation of internucleosome interactions. Numerous post-translational modifications (PTMs) apply to the histone tails, altering histone DNA
interactions and nucleosome dynamics.170 Thus, PTMs have a profound impact on gene regulation, contributing to the precise
repression or activation of specific regions of the genome.171
Our group has been studying the role of histone tails, initially using rigid tails models91 and later incorporating flexibil172
ity. Specifically, our analysis suggests that H4 tails are the most important in mediating internucleosome interactions, while
H3 tails crucially screen the repulsion between DNA linkers, stabilizing the chromatin fiber. On the other hand, H2A and
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H2B tails facilitate fiber/fiber cross interactions, and are thus expected to be important in self associating segments.92,173
These interaction patterns between histone tails and chromatin components are sensitive to NRLs and LH density,174
suggesting that these combined parameters are tightly regulated in living systems as needed to control transcription.148
In collaboration with Orozco's group, we extended our study of histone tails by including the effect of PTMs, specifically
lysine acetylation, in a multiscale approach that combined all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with mesoscale
modeling.95 On the first level, we simulated atomistic isolated tails in their native state with and without PTMs; on a second
level, the roles of histone tails in internucleosome interactions were studied by atomistic MD simulations of dinucleosomes;
the third level incorporated the modified tails into our mesoscale model by altered rigidities to study their influence on chromatin fiber architecture (Figure 2b).
The MD simulations of isolated tails revealed that epigenetic modifications affect tail flexibility. Namely, there is an
increase in secondary structure content and persistence length of the histone proteins, which produces a less flexible tail overall. The study of dinucleosomes showed how this decrease in tail flexibility and disorder impairs internucleosome interactions,
as H4 tails cannot interact with the acidic patch of the neighboring nucleosome. Furthermore, when the folded tails were incorporated into our mesoscale model, chromatin unfolding followed due to the loss of key stabilizing internucleosome interactions (see fiber structures in Figure 3, yellow slice).
Our results were further supported by a recent metadynamics study that shows how H4 Lys16 acetylation impairs internucleosome interactions due to an altered conformation and a weaker binding to the acidic patch.175 Along the same lines,
recent Cryo-EM studies have shown that nucleosome stacking and chromatin compaction can be regulated by the interaction
between H4 tail and H2A acidic patch.176
Overall, this study not only revealed the mechanism by which epigenetic modifications of histone tails can regulate gene
expression through chromatin fiber structure; it opened the way to multiscale modeling of chromatin by bridging local to
global effects on several levels of chromatin.
Indeed, in a follow-up work, when we compared acetylation of different tails individually, we found that whereas acetylation of H3, H2A, or H2B tails alone does not affect fiber folding significantly, H4 tail acetylation decreases local nucleosome
contacts markedly, producing an opening of the fiber. Moreover, when all tails are acetylated, the effect is stronger and longrange interactions are also impaired, though LH binding in nonacetylated regions can counteract this effect.97

3.5 | Hierarchical looping as a gene silencing mechanism, exemplified by the GATA-4 gene locus
Chromatin looping is a mechanism that brings into close physical proximity pairs of genomic sites that are located far away
from each other along the linear genome sequence. This mechanism mediates the higher-order architecture of chromatin and
is implicated in the regulation of gene expression, site-specific recombination, and DNA replication.71
Our study of the GATA-4 gene locus incorporating long-range 3C derived data showed the role of such folding in gene
silencing.177 GATA-4 gene is involved in the differentiation of embryonic stem cells,178 as well as development and differentiation of endoderm-derive organs.179 The experimental study determined five loops for this gene180 (see 3C data in Figure 3,
violet slice). The transcription start site (TSS), located between loops 3 and 4, is thought to be enclosed by the formation of a
multi-loop complex, down-regulating gene expression.
Our constructed mesoscale model for this system with the five loops determined experimentally modeled as harmonic
restraints suggested that hierarchical looping provides a mechanism to enclose the TSS and inhibit GATA-4 transcription (see
fiber structures in Figure 3, violet slice).
By incorporating linker histones and divalent ions, we showed how the presence of LHs and Mg2+ and the loop size can
regulate long-range interactions and fiber stiffness. We found that the smaller the loop length, the more flexible the fiber
is. LHs and Mg2+ ions act to increase the fiber packing ratio and stabilize the fiber without affecting its flexibility. The
higher-order structure of the GATA-4 gene obtained by our MC sampling of the mesoscale model (see fiber structure in
Figure 3, violet slice) suggests that the silencing mechanism implicated is the formation of hierarchical loops that occlude the
TSS, inhibiting transcription.
Thus, our incorporation of experimentally derived data help interpret gene's folding mechanism. In this synergistic way,
experiments and modeling collaborate to obtain a more complete picture of the relationship between chromatin structure and
function.
Chromatin looping can be studied with biochemical methods,181–183 direct visualization with EM,184 FISH
techniques,185,186 and 3C technologies.46,187–191 However, such methods can potentially disrupt the native higher-order
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structure of chromatin. In this sense, mesoscale models provide complementary structural information while incorporating
detailed parameter variations of internal fiber features from first principles.

3.6 | The role of epigenetic marking on chromatin domain definitions
Loop domains and compartments in chromatin establish functional domains and are therefore important to model.46,54 In collaboration with the Liberman Aiden group, we explored loop domains and chromatin compartmentalization patterns in fibers
marked by acetylation. The experimental in situ Hi-C contact maps obtained for all pair of loci across the human genome
showed cohesin-independent compartmentalization of chromatin intervals containing similar patterns of histone marks96 (see
contact map in Figure 3, pink slice).
To investigate whether chromatin compartmentalization could be directed by interactions between tails with similar patterns of histone marks on the kb level, we compared behavior for three chromatin fiber systems of 100 nucleosomes: 100%
native tails, 100% acetylated tails, and constructs with alternating 25 native tails and 25 acetylated tails repeated twice. The latter were modeled by more rigid tails, following our all-atom and multiscale study of histone acetylation,95 as shown in
Figure 2b. The computed contact maps and folded fibers (Figure 3, pink slice) highlight the role of histone tails in directing
chromatin folding at the nucleosome level. While fibers with native tails lead to compact structures with hierarchical loops
and fibers with acetylated tails unfold due to the absence of tail-directed stabilizing internucleosome interactions, the alternating fiber constructs show segregated interactions of the two nucleosome types (see fiber structures in Figure 3, pink slice).
Namely, nucleosomes with native histone tails cluster together and nucleosomes with acetylated tails cluster separately. The
most dense regions in the contact map account for native/native local and nonlocal interactions, while less dense regions come
from local acetylated/acetylated and native/acetylated interactions (see contact map in Figure 3, pink slice).
These results demonstrate the intrinsic segregation propensity led by histone tail types in chromatin structure on the kb
level and how acetylation mediates local and global condensation. This mechanism has been further supported by our investigations of different types of epigenetically marked histone tails97 and by MC simulations of chromatin fibers containing
regions with high level of histone methylation, showing segregation of dense heterochromatin from less dense
euchromatin.192
This folding study driven by epigenetic marks represents another example where computed contact maps obtained by
mesoscale modeling help interpret experimentally derived data and develop new mechanisms. Thus, segregation and kb-range
interactions can be driven by nonuniform nucleosome positions, NFRs, and epigenetic modulation of histone tails, all important internal fiber parameters that regulate internucleosome interactions and hence the genome's 3D architecture.

3.7 | Directed folding of the HOXC gene cluster by epigenetic factors and other basic nucleosome
variables
All these features of directed folding were combined into our recent folding of the HOXC gene cluster to reveal a functionally
important contact hub.101
Namely, we combined specific position of nucleosomes,165,193 LH binding,194 and acetylations195 to “fold” in silico the
55-kb HOXC gene cluster from internal physical parameters.101 Specifically, we incorporated into our model epigenetic features as a function of genome positions based on Chip-seq data,195 nucleosome free regions (NFRs) based on MNase-seq
data,193 linker lengths based on chemical mapping data,165 and specific LHs positions based on high resolution mapping
data.194 The combined model includes 284 nucleosomes or 55 kb of DNA, 5 genes containing 11 exons, and 5 acetylation
islands.
When all these factors are combined, the HOXC gene spontaneously forms a dynamic connection hub, establishing a series
of compact hierarchical loops that bring together promoters and exon/intron junctions (see folded HOXC gene structure in
Figure 3, gray inner portion).
Significantly, the computed contact map (Figure 3, gray inner portion) shows an increase in contact density and the presence of two contact domains corresponding to LH rich and acetylation rich regions that are brought together.
These results are consistent with a segregation mechanism in which same-type nucleosomes are clustered together, as was
observed before with the alternating fiber constructs of wild type/acetylated tails.96 Indeed, the first Hi-C study in human cells
showed that the genome is partitioned in domains that segregate into nuclear subcompartments (A and B) associated with different patterns of histone modifications.54 And such separation of chromatin into structural types has also been supported by
polymer models that showed TADs of the same epigenomic state interacting dynamically with each other.113,196
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Even though the role of epigenetic marks on chromatin structure can be studied using a large spectrum of techniques,
mesoscale modeling of chromatin fiber, such as demonstrated for the HOXC gene cluster, can provide information at the
nucleosome resolution level from “first principles.” As emphasized in the accompany commentary,197 this work opens the
way to modeling chromosomal regions at the nucleosome resolution based on the constituent information: nucleosome positions, NFRs, linker histone binding, and epigenetic marks. More work is needed to develop appropriate models for other types
of epigenetic marks, include the effect of remodeling proteins, and scale up the models to larger units.

4 | CONCLUSION
Chromatin structure is intrinsically related to its function. A battery of excellent techniques is now available to study fibers,
gene elements, and chromosomes at different levels of resolution, providing a variety of complementary data. The Sydney
Brenner quote at the beginning of this article underscores the importance of technological innovation in the advancement of
science. Our statistical analysis of publications on chromatin suggests that both computational methods and chromosome conformation capture techniques have exhibited the largest exponential growth in recent years. In this perspective, we illustrated
their interplay as a way to explore chromatin architecture and interpret how chromatin higher-order structures regulate gene
expression by fundamental mechanisms. The seven examples we described emphasize how configurations of fibers and associated computed measurements including nucleosome interaction maps obtained from chromatin fibers ranging from
100-nucleosome systems to genes of order of 55 kb help interpret 3C derived data and build realistic folded models of gene
loci and clusters to propose/test/predict mechanisms.
Numerous further challenges lie ahead for both modeling and experimentally of chromatin and many new technologies will
undoubtedly be available for genome structure interrogation. But one need not be overly optimistic to expect “folded” models
of entire genomes in the not-too-distant future.
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